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• Remote Workforces by the Numbers
• Becoming Telecommuter Friendly

• Modifying onboarding and pay practice

• Define remote work policies and which laws apply
• Mandatory tech tools
• Communication Plans
• Define and Track Productivity

• Benefits and Risks of Moving to the Cloud
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How the Numbers Add Up
• 4.3 million Americans work from home 

at least half time
• Remote worker rates have increased 

140% since 2005
• 16% of companies only hire remote 

workers
• 18% of people work from home full-

time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to telecommuting statistics 2018, there are 4.3 million remote workers in the USA, which makes up 3.2% of the entire workforce. The same report says that 40% more US companies offered remote work as an option in 2018 than they did 5 years ago. This is a clear indicator of the global trends and employers simply can’t ignore it.In the past decade, technology has become so advanced that pretty much anyone can fulfil their everyday tasks at home. Stats on working from home show that this type of work has expanded 10 times faster than other areas of the workforce. The same stats also tell us that full-time employees are four times more likely to be offered remote work than part-timers.Although 44% of global companies don’t allow remote work, 16% of them are actually 100% remote companies. Unsurprisingly, hybrid companies that employ both in-office and remote workers are more popular; this potentially provides the perfect balance for employers.Some other figures show that 34% of them work a day or more per week and 16% just once a month. On the other hand, 32% of respondents never work remotely, either because they can’t or don’t want to. Statistics on remote work also show a slight difference between the sexes, with men being 8% more likely to work remotely than women.
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How the Numbers Add Up – During 
COVID-19 Pandemic

• 50% of those employed pre-COVID are 
now working from home

• An IBM Survey found that 80% of those 
currently working remotely, would like to 
continue working remotely occasionally
• 58% said they would want to continue 

working remotely permanently 
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Benefits 
of Remote 

Work

75% of remote 
workers report 
less distraction

86% of 
employees report 
less stress in a 
WFH situation

Telecommuting 
saved employers 
$44 billion in 
2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coworkers are obviously a big part of these distractions; 74% of respondents said they work remotely to get away from colleague interruptions. Even when they’re not actively interrupting, they contribute to the overall office noise, which annoys 60% of survey respondents.75% of workers report less distraction86% report less stress in a WFH situation76% are more willing to stick with their current employer when they offer flexible work arrangementsTelecommuting in 2015 saved employers $44 billion
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Benefits 
of Remote 

Work

Half-time
commuters 
save 11 
days/year

Telecommuters
reduce 
greenhouse gas 
emissions

Companies that 
allow remote 
work have 25% 
lower turnover

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Half-time telecommuters save 11 days a year by not traveling to work.People who only do 50% of their work remotely save an average of 11 days per year in travel time alone. Instead of being stuck in traffic, they can use this time productively around the house. This, in turn, reduces stress and has a positive effect on workers’ general health.Telecommuters right now reduce greenhouse gas emissions by an amount equal to 600,000 cars.It turns out that remote work isn’t only beneficial for employees and their employers, but also for the environment. Work from home employees don’t commute every day, which dramatically reduces the amount of pollution they’re responsible for. If we were to include workers who would like to telecommute but can’t right now, we would have an annual reduction in harmful gases equal to the amount produced by 10 million cars.Companies that allow remote work have 25% lower employee turnover than those that don’t.According to data from Owl Labs’ 2017 State of Remote Work report, companies that support remote work lost 9% of their employees, compared to 12% in companies that don’t. This may seem like a small difference right now but it’s a clear indicator of the correlation between these two factors. As more and more companies begin to offer remote work as an option, employee satisfaction and loyalty will increase.
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One major unforeseen benefit of remote 
workforces..

COVID-19 Pandemic

• Keep their workers safe
• Avoid litigation and worker’s 

compensations lawsuits
• Better avoid business interruption 

Those 
workforces 

already set up to 
telecommute are 

better able to:
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There can be negatives, though

Employees 
unplugging after 

work

Remote 
employees report 
more loneliness

Remote 
employees are 

only 30% engaged 
in their work 

Brainstorming is a 
very difficult 

remote task to 
complete

Companies that 
offer WFH options 

may lure away 
your employees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our experience, however, managers often worry about remote employees working less, or multitasking, mixing personal responsibilities with work.  There are also concerns that allowing employees to work from anywhere could decrease communication and collaboration among coworkers and might constrain the informal learning that typically happens in the office.The flexibility of remote work sometimes makes it difficult to shut off from work and make use of free time. At least, that’s the case for 22% of remote workers. According to these work from home statistics, another major issue is loneliness. In fact, that’s the biggest problem for 19% of employees. Besides that, 17% of remote works believe that this type of work does not allow normal communication and collaboration with coworkers.Loneliness during remote work is one of the biggest problems for 19% of workersInterestingly, there seems to be some sort of middle ground with remote work and employee engagement. According to research, people who have never worked remotely and those who work remotely 100% of the time have the same level of engagement. In fact, telecommuting statistics from 2016 show us that people who work remote 60-80% of the time have the highest work engagement: 41%.This makes sense, because brainstorming is all about speed, wit, and bouncing ideas around the room. According to these stats, strategic planning meetings come second, followed by all-hands and collaborative meetings. The least problematic are one-on-ones and stand-up meetings.The option of working from home once in a while is such great motivation for 74% of workers that they would gladly leave their current jobs to obtain it. This is one of the reasons why companies that don’t support it have higher turnover rates than those that do. These remote work from home statistics also show that 85% of workers want their employer to provide them with the technology they need to work remotely.
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Moving to a Remote Workforce

• Change recruiting and hiring practices
• Managing wage and hour complexities
• Determine applicable laws
• Define remote work policies
• Mandate use of a common set of technology tools
• Devise a well thought-out communications plan
• Clarify and track productivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There needs to be a well-thought-out communication structure for any remote team that fosters regular, consistent and quality communications between managers, employees and co-workers. There also needs to be a focus on results, processes, culture building, work/life balance, productivity, cost savings and more," she added.
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Modifying Hiring Practices

Expand 
Avenues to 
Advertise 
Positions

Conducting 
Remote 

Interviews

Remote I-9 
Compliance

Completing 
Onboarding 

Tasks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider advertising your open roles on job boards and social networks dedicated to remote work. Here are some options:Job boards Social networks FlexJobsWork From (Slack)We work remotelyNomad List (Slack)Working NomadsDigital Nomad Jobs (Facebook)RemoteOK Remote & Travel Jobs (Facebook)Large, global job boards, like Indeed and Monster, can also be effective, as long as you clearly state in the job title that you’re hiring remotely. If you want to recruit candidates in a specific city or country, it might be a good idea to advertise your open roles on local job boards.When hiring remote candidates, phone and video interviews will be your primary communication channels. Make sure you use the right tools to make communication easier. Also, it’s a good idea to use assessment tools to evaluate candidates’ skills and make objective hiring decisions, even if you don’t meet candidates in-person.Here are some suggestions of tools you can use to:Conduct interviews remotely:Spark Hire helps recruiters and managers reach better hiring decisions, as they can view recorded interviews and compare candidates’ answers at any stage of the hiring process.Jobma helps you screen candidates faster as you can share your interview questions and ask candidates to answer them via video in their own time.HireVue lets candidates self-schedule interviews which can be useful in cases of big time zone differences.For remote employees, the application process likely takes place exclusively online. Common issues that arise in the context of online employment applications include:	-Electronic signatures.	-ADA accessibilityADA ComplianceBecause employers seeking to hire remote employees are likely to use an online employment application process, they must ensure their applications are ADA accessible. The ADA:Prohibits employers from discriminating against a qualified individual on the basis of disabilityregarding, among other things, the job application process (42 U.S.C. § 12112(a)).Requires employers to provide a reasonable accommodation to applicants with disabilities, absent undue hardship (29 C.F.R. § 1630.9).The ADA's accommodation requirements may apply to applicants that:Are blind or visually impaired.Are deaf or hearing impaired.Have physical disabilities affecting manual dexterity (such as limited ability to use a mouse).New Hire Information and PoliciesEmployers must provide and obtain from remote employees the same information they provide and obtain from other newly hired employees. Employers may choose to exchange this information electronically or, if practical, have remote employees visit an office location to handle new hire paperwork and orientation. This includes:Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form W-4 for each employee designating the appropriate amount of federal tax withholding.State and local tax forms as required by applicable law.Form I-9 (see Immigration Compliance).Information required under any state wage theft prevention law where the employer operates or employs remote workers, which may include information about:employees' wages and regular pay days;employees' overtime rates of pay (if any); andthe name and "doing business as" name, address, and telephone number of the employer.The employee handbook and any other policies distributed to all employees at the time of hire, as well as signed authorizations of receipt of the same (for more information about doing this electronically, see Article, Distributing Employee Handbooks Electronically: Expert Q&A).Training and orientation materials.Completing required immigration documents can be more complicated for employers with a remoteworkforce. Within three days after an employee begins working for the employer, IRCA requires employers to:Review new employees' original documents proving identity and employment authorization.Complete Section 2 of Form I-9.The Form I-9 process is typically completed at the employer's worksite during the employee's first three days after starting work. However, if an employer hires a remote employee located far from any of the employer's worksites, the employer needs to use an alternative method. IRCA allows an employer to deputize an agent to review documents and sign the Form I-9 for the employer. Because the employer remains liable, the agent must be trustworthy and someone with which the employer feels comfortable.
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Buttoning up Wage & Hours Issues

• The FLSA requires that employees be 
paid for all hours worked

• The line between working and non-
working time is blurred

• After-hour work must still be 
compensated

• Policies are crucially important here

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When an employee works from home, the line between working time and non-working time is not always clear. However, if an employer knows or has a reasonable belief work is being performed by a nonexemptemployee, including overtime, the employer must count the time as hours worked and compensate the employee appropriately (29 C.F.R. § 785.12). It is the employer's responsibility to ensure that the employee does not perform any work the employer does not want to be performed (29 C.F.R. § 785.13).The FLSA also requires employers to keep records for nonexempt employees, including records of hours worked each workday and workweek (29 C.F.R. § 516.2(a)(7)). While employers must maintain accurate time records for all nonexempt employees, this is especially important for remote employees because their physical presence at work is not monitored.Employers should take certain steps to keep accurate time records and properly pay remote nonexempt employees for all hours worked, such as:Incorporate a timekeeping policy in the employer's payroll practices and compensation policy that:requires all employees, including remote employees, to record all working time accurately;prohibits off-the-clock work;makes falsification of time records or fraudulent timekeeping practices subject to discipline and termination of employment;requires managers or supervisors to review and verify the time records of their direct reports on a regular basis, such as daily or weekly; andrequires remote employees to verify the accuracy of their time records on a regular basis, such as daily or weekly.For a model, see Standard Document, Payroll Practices and Compensation Policy.Reach an agreement and understanding about the remote employee's work hours that complies with the FLSA. For example, the DOL accepts any reasonable agreement between an employer and an "on call" employee for determining the amount of hours worked, where the employee performs services for the employer at home but has long periods of uninterrupted leisure during which the employee can engage in normal activities of living (see DOL: Field Operations Handbook: Chapter 31, Section 31b14).Promulgate a rule that prohibits work outside designated working hours and have managers exercise their control to see that work is not performed at home if the employer does not want it to be performed. As the DOL regulations remind employers, "management has the power to enforce the rule and must make every effort to do so" (29 C.F.R. § 785.13).Explain to remote employees what time is compensable and what time is not, including:meal periods and personal breaks;preparation time, such as logging onto a computer; andwaiting time.(See Practice Notes, Wage and Hour Law: Overview: Compensable Working Time and Compensable Time and Wage and Hour Laws: State Q&A Tool: Question 5.)Customize the employer's payroll procedures and compensation policy to comply with applicable state and local law regarding meal and rest periods where the remote employee works and ensure that remote employees take (and that nonexempt remote employees properly record) their meal breaks (see Wage and Hour Laws: State Q&A Tool: Question 5).Reference the employer's timekeeping policy in its telecommuting policy or telecommuting agreement with the remote employee
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•Eligibility to telecommute
•Clearly define:

• Work hours including accessibility
• Safeguarding company confidential information
• Workplace setup: ergonomics, furniture, equipment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Defining eligibility to telecommute.Providing a specific procedure for requesting approval to telecommute.Directing employees to the employer's reasonable accommodation procedures (see Accommodation Requests).Explaining the conditions of an authorized telecommuting arrangement.Detailing employee responsibilities and expectations, such as:work hours;how hours are recorded;accessibility during work hours;frequency of communications with the employee's manager;safeguarding company equipment and confidential information;workspace setup, including ergonomics;furniture and equipment the employee is responsible for providing;conditions for using, maintaining, and returning any employer-provided equipment, including employee responsibility for any intentional damage;using secure remote access procedures (for example, a Virtual Private Network (VPN)); andwork expenses for which the employee is responsible.Setting out employer responsibilities, such as:any technical support provided to the employee;work expenses the employer reimburses; andequipment the employer provides and repairs (for example, computers, cellphones, teleconferencing equipment, facsimile equipment, anti-virus software, and office supplies).Designating the employee's specific job duties, work area, and break times to avoid liability for injuries that are not work-related (see Health and Safety).Reminding employees that they are expected to comply with all employer policies, including electronic communications policies 



Which laws apply?

• Applicability of state and local 
laws

• Implementing a compliant 
employee handbook

• Counting remote employees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Applicability of State and Local LawsEmployers of remote employees must always be mindful of the state and local laws where their remoteemployees reside and undertake a careful analysis of which employment laws apply to their remoteemployees. These include laws governing:Hiring requirements (see Hiring Requirements: State Q&A Tool).Payment of wages, minimum wage, overtime, payroll taxes (including deductions for workers' compensation and unemployment benefits), and other wage and hour issues (see Wage and Hour Laws: State Q&A Tool).Meal and rest breaks (see Wage and Hour Laws: State Q&A Tool: Question 5).Information and notices that must be provided to employees (for example, required disclosures under state wage theft protection laws) (see Wage and Hour Laws: State Q&A Tool: Question 11).Paid sick leave (see Practice Note, Paid Sick Leave State and Local Laws Chart: Overview).Other leave (see Leave Laws: State Q&A Tool).Vacation time (see Vacation Pay State Laws Chart: Overview).Workers' compensation (see Workers' Compensation Laws: State Q&A Tool).Recordkeeping (see Wage and Hour Laws: State Q&A Tool: Question 13).Anti-discrimination laws (see Anti-Discrimination Laws: State Q&A Tool).Drug testing (see Drug Testing Laws: State Q&A Tool).Background checks (see Background Check Laws: State Q&A Tool).Employee privacy (see Employee Privacy Laws: State Q&A Tool).Mass layoffs (see Mini-WARN Acts: State Q&A Tool).Trade secrets and restrictive covenants (see Non-Compete Laws: State Q&A Tool and Trade Secret Laws: State Q&A Tool).Specific items that must be included in a release (see Employment Claims in Release Agreements: State Q&A Tool).Unemployment insurance benefits (see Practice Note, Employee Eligibility for Unemployment Insurance Benefits).For additional resources that address and summarize state laws on a number of labor and employment topics, see Multi-State Charts Toolkit.Employee HandbooksIt is especially challenging for employers with remote employees to implement an employee handbook that complies with the laws of each state where they have remote (and other) employees, particularly if the employer has just a few employees in numerous states. As a best practices approach, employers should:Identify the states and cities where remote employees work.Determine which state and local employment laws may apply to their remote employees.Decide which approach of the following to take:implement specific handbooks for each state where the employer has remote and other employees;use a single handbook that complies with the laws of the most employee-protective state and deciding whether to apply state protections outside of that state or to identify in the handbook that certain provisions only apply to employees in a particular state; oruse the "handbook and addendum" approach, which involves drafting a handbook that is compliant with US federal law and includes a state-specific addendum for each state where the employer has remote and other employees.For more information about employee handbooks, see Practice Note, Employee Handbooks: Best Practices, Reviewing Employee Handbooks Checklist, and Article, Multi-Jurisdictional Handbooks: Expert Q&A.Counting Remote EmployeesThe applicability of many laws depends on whether an employer has a certain number of employees and sometimes the location of these employees. These employment laws include:The FMLA.The Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (WARN Act).Various state and local employment laws, particularly state leave laws.FMLARemote employees count toward the 50-employee threshold for employers to be covered under the FMLA (see Practice Note, Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Basics: Counting Employees Toward the 50 Person Minimum). The trickier question is whether a remote employee qualifies as an "eligible employee" based on the employee's telecommuting location. To be eligible for leave under the FMLA, an employee must have worked for a covered employer for at least 12 months (which need not be consecutive) and must have worked at least 1,250 hours during the 12 months before the first day of the requested leave. The FMLA does not apply, however, to an otherwise eligible employee if both:The employee works at a worksite with fewer than 50 employees.The employer has less than a total of 50 employees within 75 road miles of that worksite.(See Practice Note, Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Basics: Coverage of Employees.)The FMLA regulations provide guidance on the "worksite" for remote employees to determine whether 50 employees are employed within 75 miles. The regulations provide that an employee's personal residence is not a worksite in the case of employees telecommuting or working at home. Their worksite is instead the office:to which they report; andfrom which assignments are made.(29 C.F.R.§ 825.111(a)(2).)For example, in Conners v. SpectraSite Commc'ns, Inc., a sales account executive worked out of the employee's home but was assigned to and worked with employees at the employer's headquarters, which had more than 50 employees. However, during his last year of employment, he received his assignments from and reported to a supervisor in a local office that had fewer than 50 employees. Therefore, he was not an "eligible employee" under the FMLA. (465 F. Supp. 2d 834 (S.D. Ohio 2006).)Employers should always undertake this analysis both:When determining whether a remote employees is eligible for leave under the FMLA.For purposes of determining any other employee's FMLA eligibility, by properly counting remoteemployees to determine whether a particular worksite has 50 employees at that worksite or within a 75 mile radius.Employers must also consider an employee's hours working from home when determining whether the employee meets the annual 1,250-hour requirement for FMLA eligibility (see Practice Note, Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Basics: Calculation of Hours for Individual Coverage; Erdman v. Nationwide Ins. Co., 582 F.3d 500 (3d Cir. 2009)).For more information about employers' obligations under the FMLA, see Practice Note, Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Basics and FMLA Employer Coverage, Employee Eligibility, and Qualifying Reason Checklist.WARN ActThe WARN Act requires covered employers to provide employees 60 days advance notice before closing a plant or conducting a mass layoff (29 U.S.C. § 2102). When determining whether the WARN Act is triggered, the number of employees at a "single site of employment" is critical. Employers must understand how remote employees fit into this calculation.A plant closing is a permanent or temporary shutdown, resulting in an employment loss for at least 50 employees during a 30-day period, of either:A single site of employment.Facilities or operating units within a single site of employment.(29 U.S.C. § 2101(a)(2).)A mass layoff is a reduction in force that both:Is not the result of a plant closing.Results in an employment loss at a single site of employment during any 30-day period for either:50 employees comprising at least 33% of active employees; orat least 500 employees.(29 U.S.C. § 2101(a)(3).)The WARN Act regulations provide guidance on counting remote employees for purposes of reaching the 50-employee threshold:"For workers whose primary duties require travel from point to point, who are outstationed, or whose primary duties involve work outside any of the employer's regular employment sites (e.g., railroad workers, bus drivers, salespersons), the single site of employment to which they are assigned as their home base, from which their work is assigned, or to which they report will be the single site in which they are covered for WARN purposes."(20 C.F.R. § 639.3(i)(6).)Before conducting any plant closing or mass layoff, employers must account for terminated remoteemployees to determine whether the WARN Act is triggered, keeping in mind that the "site of employment" for a remote employee may be considered any location:Where the remote employee is assigned as a home base.From where the remote employee receives assignments.Where the employee reports.For more information on employers' obligations under the WARN Act, see Practice Note, Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (WARN Act): Overview and WARN Act Compliance Checklist.State and Local LawsCoverage under many state and local laws also depends on how many employees the employer has within that state or locality. For example:The Connecticut Family and Medical Leave Act applies to employers with 75 or more employees within the state (Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 31-51kk(4); Velez v. Comm'r, 50 A.3d 869, 878 (Conn. 2012)).Maryland's Parental Leave Act applies to employees at a worksite where the employer employs at least 15 employees within a 75-mile radius (and meet other eligibility requirements) (Md. Code Ann., Lab. & Empl. § 3-1201(b)).Washington's family leave law applies to employees working at a worksite where at least 50 employees are employed within a 75-mile radius (and meet other eligibility requirements) (Wash. Rev. Code § 49.78.020(4)).When determining whether an employer is covered under a particular state leave law (or other state or local law), employers must consider the effect that their remote employees may have on coverage. For more information about coverage under state leave laws, see Leave Laws: State Q&A Tool.



Mandate Use of Common Set of 
Technology
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There needs to be a well-thought-out communication structure for any remote team that fosters regular, consistent and quality communications between managers, employees and co-workers. There also needs to be a focus on results, processes, culture building, work/life balance, productivity, cost savings and more," she added.



Mandate Use of Common Set of 
Technology
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Consider tools to assist with:
• Communication
• Productivity
• Security
• Project management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Communication.When working remotely, teams will need a way to communicate with each other painlessly. Email is not always the best option, so remote teams should opt for communication tools such as Slack, HipChat or Skype to stay connected. All of these tools offer real-time messaging, video call options and the ability to organize conversations by channel, project or topic.Project management.Organization will be key for teams working remotely. It’s a good idea to set up a cloud-based project management tool so that everyone can access the files and information they need at any time. These tools also offer ways to organize projects between different departments and set deadline reminders. A few of the most popular project management tools for remote teams include Trello and Basecamp. For document and file sharing and management, Google Drive, DropBox and Box are popular options.Related: Is Remote Work Making Open Plan Office a Relic?Productivity.How do remote managers know if their remote employees are really working? Nowadays, most remote teams assess their employees based on the number of tasks completed and whether or not they are meeting their goals, rather than the number of hours they clock in each day. However, it can still be challenging to keep everyone on task. If productivity begins to slip, time-tracking tools such as Toggl, Tick and Timesheets can be used to monitor projects or simply assess how long tasks are actually taking to complete to make improvements.Security.Going remote means many team members will be tapping into WiFi networks at cafes, coworking spaces, libraries and other public spaces to do their work. Therefore, it’s important to have an information security policy in place before transitioning to remote work. Remote teams should create secure passwords with tools like LastPass and update them frequently. Sensitive information should be stored in a secure cloud storage platform like Box, and a virtual private network (VPN) like VyprVPN is recommended when connecting to public networks.



Communicate and Engage
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Frequent and high quality check-ins
Consider periodic office visits
Keep remote employees “in the know”
Give remote employees real responsibilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you manage remote workers, treat them as you would local staff. Make time for conversations, both work related and personal. Keep them aware of changes going on at headquarters and involve them in local activities such as charity events.Because remote workers may not want to “bother” you constantly with minor concerns and comments, they may save them up until a later time. By then, however, issues may have been forgotten or may have festered and dealing with them may take longer than if they had been handled in the moment.You may need to call on remote workers frequently to give them the opportunity to ask any questions and offer comments. Some managers post office hours when staff can drop in or call in; others establish set times each day for remote team leaders to check in.The combination of a service role with a remote location can make an employee feel like a cog in the machine, only called upon to do their specific task and otherwise forgotten. Assigning more responsibility to remote staff does a number of beneficial things: it makes them feel valued, it gives them purpose, it adds to their career experience, and it guarantees more communication and opportunities for contribution outside of their main role.



Managing Performance & Conduct
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Ability to prioritize.

Adaptable.

Collaborative.

Communication.

Independent.

Organized.

Reliable.

Results-oriented.

Self-motivated.

Strong work ethic.



Managing Performance & Conduct
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TRAMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kovary recommends setting up performance management processes with SMART goals (Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Relevant, Timely) and clearly defined competencies that make it possible for leaders to accurately assess the performance of various team members.Managers can then evaluate employees by their accomplishments, rather than the number of hours they spend in the office.Laura Hambley is an organizational psychologist and founder of Work EvOHlution, a company in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, that develops psychometric assessment tools to support distributed employees, teams and leaders. According to their research, managers with remote team members need to be more intentional, more organized and work harder to establish trust than traditional managers."You can't get away with lazy leadership," Hambley said. "You must proactively reach out to people regularly to create a sense of teamwork and community."



Managing Performance & Conduct

Specific
Measurable
Actionable
Relevant
Timely
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Benefits and Risks of Moving to the Cloud

What is the cloud anyway?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
"The cloud" refers to servers that are accessed over the Internet, and the software and databases that run on those servers. Cloud servers are located in data centers all over the world. By using cloud computing, users and companies don't have to manage physical servers themselves or run software applications on their own machines.



Benefits and Risks of Moving to the Cloud

Boosts cost efficiency
Provides flexible pay options
Promotes collaboration 
Increases mobility
Aids disaster recovery
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Boosts cost efficiencyCloud computing reduces or eliminates the need for businesses to purchase equipment and build out and operate data centers. This presents a significant savings on hardware, facilities, utilities and other expenses required from traditional computing. Also, reducing the need for on-site servers, software and staff can trim the IT budget further.2) Provides flexible pay optionsMost cloud computing programs and applications — ranging from ERP and CRM to creativity and productivity suites — use a subscription-based model. This allows businesses to scale up or down according to their needs and budget. It also eliminates the need for major upfront capital expenditures.  3) Promotes collaboration Cloud-based workflow and file-sharing applications give dispersed teams of people the ability to work together more easily and efficiently. Staff can make real-time updates, see what other team members are doing and communicate effectively. This level of collaboration can speed up projects and improve customer service.4) Increases mobilityOne of the advantages of cloud computing for businesses is how easily team members can work from anywhere. This is particularly valuable in an era when employees desire flexibility in their schedules and work environment. Businesses that operate on the cloud can provide staff with options to work on the go or at home, from their desktops, laptops, smart phones and tablets.5) Aids disaster recovery Hosting systems and storing documents on the cloud provides a smart safeguard in case of an emergency. Man-made and natural disasters can damage equipment, shut off power and incapacitate critical IT functions. Supporting disaster recovery efforts is one of the important advantages of cloud computing for companies.



Benefits and Risks of Moving to the Cloud
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Security breaches 
Ethical issues for attorneys
Loss of data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
About 35 percent of employees admitted they would leave their current job for one that offered remote work. Additionally, 90 percent of people who currently work remotely say they plan to continue doing so for the rest of their career. The demand for remote work isn’t going away, and team leaders that don’t trust their employees will find transitioning to remote work difficult.There will be challenges along the way and managers won’t be able to control everything all of the time, so it’s important to let employees find their own solutions to challenges that arise when necessary and suggest how to improve things moving forward.With the right planning and preparation, teams can transition to remote work successfully.
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Questions?
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Website: wfjlawfirm.com
Contact Information:
Janell Stanton: 
jstanton@wfjlawfirm.com
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